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BRIAN BROWN 
 
Interviewed by Mike Williams* 
_________________________________________________________ 
 
[This interview was published in Mike Williams’ 1981 book The Australian Jazz 
Explosion.] 
 
Mike Williams writes: Brian Brown is the acknowledged leader of the modern 
jazz movement in Melbourne, a position he has maintained since the late 1950s 
through his vital, questing personality, which is consistently reflected in his music. 
 
He is apt to use the word ‘passion’ when referring to his playing and that of the 
members of his band. It is an accurate description. He believes that jazz should be 
essentially a creative music, always developing, reflecting the constant and often 
turbulent changes in society. So he has embraced many idioms, sometimes later 
discarding them, sometimes incorporating them into the main body of his music. 
 

 
 
Brian Brown: his main inspiration came from the black American musicians of the 
post-bebop period… PHOTO CREDIT JANE MARCH 
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In the 1950s his main inspiration came from the black American musicians of the 
post-bebop period, when most Australian modern jazz musicians, and those of the 
rest of the world, were emulating the cool, antiseptic sounds of the white west coast 
school. Since then, the relentless fire of the avant gardists who echoed the course of 
the black revolution in the 1960s, excursions into the mysteries of electronic sounds, 
and experiments with Asian idioms and with cyclic forms have all played a part in 
fashioning his work. 
 
At the beginning of the 1980s he stands fiercely dedicated to the cause of producing 
essentially Australian music as a thread in the fabric of international jazz. In 1978, 
with the help of an Australia Council grant, he took his group to the Scandinavian 
Jazz Festival, testing the belief that the music he and his colleagues were producing 
had validity in a world context. His reception there reinforced his convictions and 
ensured a continuing course of experimentation. 
 
His zeal and determination to provide a creative force have drawn a succession of 
remarkable musicians into his orbit, including the bassists Dave Tolley and Barry 
Buckley, trumpet player Keith Hounslow, drummer Ted Vining and - perhaps most 
importantly — pianist Bob Sedergreen. Early in 1980 he and Sedergreen could 
usually be found playing in the company of two brilliant youngsters: drummer David 
Jones and bassist Jeremy Alsop.  
 

 
 

Three of Brown’s closest colleagues, pictured in 1998, L-R, bassist Barry Buckley, 
drummer Ted Vining and pianist Bob Sedergreen… 
 
Brian Brown: I can’t remember very much music in my early life, because we were 
a family on the run in the war. The first time I became involved with jazz was when I 
heard Graeme Bell’s band at the Brunswick Town Hall and I found I could equate 
with the lifestyle that went with the music. At the time I was working as a builder’s  
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On hearing Graeme Bell (pictured above circa 1950) and others, Brown said that 
the music liberated him as a person…PHOTO COURTESY NORM LINEHAN OXFORD 
COMPANION TO AUSTRALIAN JAZZ 
 
labourer and everything up to then had been pretty mundane. Around me I saw 
people who worked in a factory, had a secure job, or went to university, which was 
certainly a long way from where I was at that stage. So I heard Graeme Bell, Len 
Barnard, Frank Johnson and Dave Dallwitz’s Southern Jazz Group and I found the 
music had nothing to do with intellectualism, the economy or survival. It liberated 
me as a person. 
 

 
 
On hearing Splinter Reeves (pictured here on tenor saxophone with Bruce Johnson 
holding flugelhorn) Brown went and bought a tenor saxophone… PHOTO COURTESY 
AUSTRALIAN JAZZ MUSEUM 
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It seemed to transport a lot of people into an almost hypnotic state. Under its 
influence, I decided to take up an instrument. I was 18 and about to go into National 
Service and decided on the trumpet because I thought I would be able to get out of 
Army drill. But when I joined up, they said, ‘Forget the trumpet, son. You’re 
marching anyway.’ 
 
When I got out, I heard Splinter Reeves play and he was absolutely sensational. I 
went and bought a tenor saxophone and a week later went back and bought a better 
tenor. I got my first job in three weeks and within six weeks was working 
professionally at dances. I was absolutely intent on playing, and for some reason it all 
came easily to me. One day when I was in Wagga, where I had gone to play with a 
friend of mine, Mickey Walker phoned me and said, ‘Can you come back and do six 
weeks at the Troc?’ So I took that job. I had certainly developed pretty quickly, not 
because of any talent, but because I was, and am, a worker. I was still a builder’s 
labourer by day and I used to get home about 4 pm, wash, then start practising 
immediately. 
 
But after I had been playing about 18 months, and was heading for 21, I began to feel 
that nobody around me was committing himself. I couldn’t work out why everybody 
played so coldly. I dug Louis [Armstrong] because there was so much emotion in his 
playing, and yet nobody here seemed to be able to take just one note and make that 
note meaningful. I thought, ‘I can’t equate with Melbourne because of this and I’ve 
just got to get out of town.’ A friend of mine who had planned to go to London pulled 
out of the trip and asked me if I wanted to take over his berth. So I took it. 
 

 
 
Louis Armstrong in 1951: Brown dug him because there was so much emotion in his 
playing… PHOTO COURTESY PINTEREST 
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I went to England for about two years, but didn’t play very much, mainly summer 
seasons. I had to come back for domestic reasons and thought that when I had 
cleared a few things up I would make for America. I thought that I would never be 
able to come back and live in Australia, but then I met two amazing people: Keith 
Hounslow and Stewie Speer. 
 

 
 
Brown met two amazing people, trumpeter Keith Hounslow (above) and drummer 
Stewie Speer (below)…BOTH SHOTS COURTESY AUSTRALIAN JAZZ MUSEUM 
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One night Keith and I were on stage playing things like There Will Never Be Another 
You, or Polka Dots and Moonbeams, nice old standards, and immediately we played 
together the rapport was tremendous: we just used the same phrasing. Keith said to 
me, ‘You have got to meet a friend of mine, a drummer. He is bloody terrific.’ So a 
few days later we got together with Stewie and it was all just nice. Then we were lucky 
to find David Martin on piano and Barry Buckley on bass. They seemed to be kids in 
those days and were drinking their milkshakes and Cokes. 
 
I had come back from England feeling that I didn’t want to play traditional jazz 
because I didn’t feel comfortable doing it. This was in the mid-1950s and there was a 
new wave of black music, which was sort of underground, and I felt drawn to it. I 
heard Miles and the tenor saxophone player Sonny Rollins and began to write a few 
things of my own and I said to the other guys, ‘What we have to do is play more 
passionately.’ And that is just what we did, and the band had a very powerful impact. 
The recently reissued LP by that band doesn’t really say what we were all about. 
 

 
 
Brown heard Miles Davis (left) and the tenor saxophone player Sonny Rollins 
(right) and began to write a few things of his own… PHOTO COURTESY PINTEREST 
 
I remember that on the day we recorded the album the Australian Jazz Quintet came 
back to town. We had been at Bill Armstrong’s studios and there had been a terrific 
crowd there: people like Germaine Greer, Clem Meadmore, the artist, and a lot of 
musicians, including Chris Karan. In those days I was one of the few Australian 
subscribers to American records and I would take off a lot of the goodies from the 
records, although I am a bit ashamed of that now. So that night, when the AJQ came 
into what was then Jazz Centre 44, we played the hairiest, most up-to-date American 
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things we could lay our hands on. And, of course it was a stark contrast to the AJQ’s 
music; they were not twee players, but were into an alternative to the heavy black 
music. We played with a lot of passion in those days, as we do now. 
 
For a time Alan Lee played with me on vibes. He is an enigma in Australian music. 
He is capable of playing so beautifully, yet chooses a role in which he doesn’t do that. 
I have heard Alan when he has been sensational, hut he often chooses not to play 
what I think is right.  At Centre 44 he tended to role-play, like the MJQ. But then I 
guess we wanted to play like the Clifford Brown-Max Roach group and Miles Davis. 
Yet I don’t think Alan has yet fulfilled his potential.  
 

 
 
Brown says that he and the members of his quintet wanted to play like the Clifford 
Brown-Max Roach group (pictured above)… 
 
From the outset I was a jazz player and was never interested in making money by 
playing commercial music. As I mentioned, my plan had been to go to America to see 
all my gods: Louis, Coleman Hawkins, Stan Getz, Miles Davis, etcetera. But playing 
with Keith, David, Barry and Stewart became very important to me, and I clung to it. 
I wrote as much as I could, trying to convince them that we should do something of 
our own. But I was frustrated when I would write things and we would rehearse 
them, then I’d get to the job and nobody would have got their thing together. So we 
would resort to playing Sweet Georgia Brown. That upset me because I was 23 or 24 
and an ambitious musician who was living on a few bucks a week, as we all were, to 
play something worthwhile. 
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In the end I got so frustrated that I thought, ‘I don’t want to play anymore.’ Coming 
on to 1960, we were playing things that had been done five years before. The band 
was so safe and so good that we didn’t have to make the effort. We were so insular 
and I got annoyed about that, thought, ‘Why am I bothering? Where is the sense?’ 
The jazz thing was giving me the shits but I was becoming involved in studio and 
theatre work to survive. 
 
I met the girl I later married and as a culmination of everything I decided that I 
would make myself independent of music, not have to rely on it for money. I stopped 
playing and went back to educate myself and took my Leaving Certificate and matric. 
I decided that if I got a fairly substantial career outside music, it would satisfy my 
creative urge and provide an income through day work. I didn’t want to work as a 
music labourer. Some people say, ‘I am a musician, so I am going to make money 
playing music.’ But eventually it turns into slave labour, although it is very difficult to 
tell that to somebody who sees working in television or doing their jingles as being a 
really swish art. So I decided to take a degree in architecture. 
 
In 1962 I got back into playing, with the urge to make an original contribution to 
music. I thought that what we played had to be of an international standard, not to 
be accepted as a peculiarity because it was insular. I worry a little bit nowadays about 
comments that we are nationalistic in our approach. That’s bullshit: we are all 
individuals and all international. 
 

 
 
The quartet Brian Brown took to the Scandinavian Jazz Festival in 1978, L-R, Bob 
Sedergreen, Ted Vining, Brown and Barry Buckley… PHOTO COURTESY BLACK ROOTS 
WHITE FLOWERS 
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I started to work on the qualities the people with me had to offer. I was making the 
style fit the people rather than the other way. I used to try to help people discover 
themselves and, of course, everyone I worked with responded to that. The result of 
that has been that over the past ten years Americans and Europeans have said, ‘Gee, 
fancy thinking that way. How terrific!’ And they were being absolutely 
complimentary, not patronising at all. 
 
I worked as an architect for about eight years but found it was so uncreative and I 
couldn’t stand the hustling. Then in 1974 I had a domestic breakup, and my life took 
a new turn. My architect’s work had been escalating and as I got older I found ¡t 
harder to tear my mind between two things. Then I got a grant from the Music Board 
of the Australia Council to rehearse my quartet: it was one of the first grants in the 
jazz area. 
 
In 1978 the quartet — with Bob Sedergreen, piano, Barry Buckley, bass, and Ted 
Vining, drums — had the chance to appear at the Scandinavian Jazz Festival. It was a 
full international festival and one of the most sophisticated, not like Montreux, the 
Swiss festival, which is really a bit of a jam. There were three factors I had to think 
about: the attitude of the festival entrepreneurs, what the American image was going 
to be and what the European reaction to that would be. I thought it absolutely 
essential that we presented a programme of Australian music. I thought it was 
absolute bullshit to go across there and play American or European compositions in 
what was going to be an extremely complicated, carving concert situation. 
 
Bob, Ted and Barry weren’t professional musicians, whereas all the others at the 
festival would be full-timers. The three of them knocked off their day jobs a week 
before we flew out and we went up to Sydney and did a concert for the Jazz Action 
Society which helped our preparation. When we got to Scandinavia we played things 
the Americans and Europeans had never heard before, and it was our simple things 
that got to them.  
 

 
 
American pianist Art Simmons: he played beautifully at the Scandinavian Jazz 
Festival in 1978… 
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American music has come a long way, through a sense of chromaticism, then a modal 
thing, into a merging of free form and a type of atonalism and into the fusion thing. 
Then there is the very intense, loose type of time that kicks the soloist into a situation 
where the saxophone and trumpet players tend to role-play. In Scandinavia I was so 
disappointed to hear so many people doing just that: role-playing. I was hoping that 
my dreams would come true, hoping to experience something terrific like I had read 
about in the storybooks. But generally it was really disastrously distressing. There 
were marvellous exceptions. There was a pianist with Dewey Redman named Art 
Simmons, who played beautifully, as did Redman himself. And, despite his 
detractors, Ornette Coleman was absolutely amazing. Half the crowd may walk out, 
but he plays like magic. He is what the history books say, an innovator. Most of the 
rest were just filling in the pages, and some were just bullshit from the standpoint of 
a creative art. 
 

 
 
Ornette Coleman: Brown says he was absolutely amazing,  playing like magic… 
PHOTO CREDIT MICHAEL HEFNER 
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We played our first concert at Konsberg, a beautiful Norwegian town, a sort of 
summer resort, very gentle, very small, with a river and forests nearby. There were 
six venues and we happened to be at the one down by the river, a fairly large 
restaurant. Every concert for the festival was booked out and the audience were 
almost in the band: you couldn’t move. I suppose for Scandinavians to have booked 
in an Australian band must have been a strange concept and the audience must have 
wondered, ‘What is all this about?’ We started about 10 pm, when it was still 
daylight, and we played as hot as we could and got this fantastic reception. 
 
I played a piece called Carlton Streets and told them it was about a place where I had 
lived and grown up and that it reflected torment and happiness and so on. Next we 
played Upward, for a friend of mine in Australia. Then I said, ‘Now we are going to 
play a piece called Wildflowers, and it is very gentle.’ 
 
I told them about Australian wildlife, and I said, ‘It is hard to grow in a very tricky 
society, and we jazz musicians are like Australian wildflowers.’ After another set we 
went back to our table which was near the bandstand, and it was absolutely covered 
with wild flowers. The next day I was walking down the street and people were 
handing me wildflowers. I think that is the magic of music, being able to give and 
take. There were no barriers - it was a tremendous experience. 
 

 
 
Brian Brown in 1974: the Scandinavian trip in 1978 is something he will always 
treasure... 
 
Our next stop was in Sweden and I got a cable telling me not to catch the scheduled 
plane but to take the train instead. We played at a place called Club 7 until about 1 
am or 2 am, and it wasn’t until about 4 am that we finished packing everything. We 
were picked up and taken to the train. After that we went by bus, ferry and another 
bus and arrived at Ahus in Sweden about 5 pm. There was a sound check at 6 pm. 
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None of us had had any sleep, and an hour later we were onstage in this place about 
twice as big as Melbourne’s Festival Hall, with people like Elvin Jones and the Buddy 
Rich Band behind us. Next morning I walked through a supermarket and Swedish 
people were buying food, milk and bread and so on, and handing it to me. With 
communication like that, who needs language? Our reception in Finland was just the 
same and the Scandinavian trip is something I will always treasure. 
 
About this time I got into teaching. I wrote some more things for the quartet and my 
girlfriend, who is a teacher, said, ‘Why don’t you write for schoolkids?’ And that 
started me thinking what was so wrong with contemporary music education. Kids 
were bored stiff with classical music. They weren’t being creative and weren’t being 
rhythmical, and those seemed to be the two essential qualities throughout the history 
of music, from whatever source, be it ethnic, European, African or whatever. I 
converted a couple of pieces of mine so that they could be played by a school 
orchestra. We hit gongs, played soft textures and strummed strings. Technically it 
was rather old hat, but we did it with a new spirit. And the kids loved it. Then Ros, 
my girlfriend, was going to an international seminar at Abbotsleigh school in Sydney 
and was taking a wind duo, a pianist and a vocalist and string quartet. She said, ‘Can 
you write something for them?’ I came up with a piece of about five or six minutes, 
which they closed with. And it zonked out the place. They came back and went into a 
local eisteddfod and won.  
 

 
 
Teacher Ros McMillan: she suggested that Brian write for school kids… 
 
Then the Australian Society for Musical Education invited me to give a lecture and 
demonstration on improvisation and as to how I could see it working with children 
who were listening to rock and roll on the radio all the time. Then I presented the 
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kids in Canberra and they spoke beautifully about the improvisational factors. I 
taught them how just to talk about textures and emotions and feel. I was working 
with an ensemble who weren’t sophisticated in time or in jazz, but I realised the 
whole thing had potential like mad. 
 
I did some lectures in schools, then was invited to a conference in Canada. Just 
before then an appointment came up where they were trying to organise a 
contemporary programme at the Victorian College of the Arts. They asked me to do it 
and I am still teaching there. 
 

 
 
Brown: still teaching at the Victorian College of the Arts… 
 
At present, with my group, I am having a fantastic thrill seeing what I call absolute 
genius players fulfil themselves in music. When you choose people you know haven’t 
seen the full spectrum of history and you open the doors for them, you show them 
they have the potential for a really worthwhile contribution of their own to 
international music. I have had this experience maybe three or four times in certain 
groups, and ¡t is happening again. It is a co-existence thing, sharing in the activity of 
creating, not a remote thing like being a superstar. 
 
But I am very frightened that with the increasingly heavy traffic of overseas 
musicians through here, Australia might be swamped. Of course it is going to make 
the youngsters get their act together, but I don’t think it is going to foster any 
individual thought to fruition. It is terrific that we don’t all sound the same. I hope 
the younger musicians don’t panic and think there is only one way to do things. 


